Thursday, June 1 / Le jeudi 1er juin 0730-1500

Presenters will be available 1000-1030 and 1430-1500 to discuss their work. Posters are on display until 1500.

Les présentateurs seront sur place de 10 h à 10 h 30 et de 14 h 30 à 15 h pour discuter de leurs travaux. Les affiches seront exposées jusqu’à 15 h.

(*denotes presenting author / L’astérisque [*] indique l’auteur présentateur.)

1 IMPACT OF VIOLENCE-RELATED ADVERSE CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES ON HEALTH – *JY Frappier

2 EXCESSIVE LABORATORY MONITORING FOR REFEEDING SYNDROME: OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENHANCEMENT – *R Ghaddar

3 FACILITATING ENGAGEMENT WITH SPEECH AND LANGUAGE SERVICES IN CHILDREN OF ADOLESCENT MOTHERS – D Saab, *G Thompson, S Lorber, N Murphy, A Vandermon, R Hick


6 EMOTIONAL SUPPORT FOR SIBLINGS OF CHILDREN WITH CHRONIC ILLNESS – J Platt, F Stewart, S Hall


8 SUICIDAL IDEATIONS AMONG SEXUALLY ABUSED CHILDREN: A CRITICAL NEED FOR BETTER UNDERSTANDING – *AC Bernard-Bonnin, M Hébert, C Allard-Dansereau, A Gauthier-Duchesne

9 MANAGEMENT OF BRONCHIOLITIS: REASONS FOR PRACTICE BEHAVIOURS AND A PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE APPROACH – *L Adeusi

10 USE OF AN IMPAIRMENT CARD FOR DEVELOPMENTAL/Psychiatric Paediatricians in the Office Setting – *R Goldade


12 WHITE MATTER DIFFERENCES IN CHILDREN WITH DEVELOPMENTAL COORDINATION DISORDER – *J Zwicker, M Brown-Lum

13 DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSES FOR DEVELOPMENTAL COORDINATION DISORDER – *J Zwicker, E Michelson

14 PROJECT LEAPP (LEARNING TO EAT APP): DEVELOPING AN IPAD-BASED VIDEO MODELING INTERVENTION TO INCREASE FOOD VARIETY IN CHILDREN WITH AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER (ASD) – C Lee, S Smile, E Bidiss, R Perlis, C Raffaele, M Pena, J Wiegelmann, A Dupuis

15 THE ROLE OF ONTARIO’S FIRST SCHOOL-BASED HEALTH CLINIC IN ACCESSING DEVELOPMENTAL AND MENTAL HEALTH CARE FOR CHILDREN FROM INNER CITY ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS: A RETROSPECTIVE CHART REVIEW – *A Cheung, T Jegathesan, A Mantini, J Chan, R Vijendra Das, R Alyadari, S Freeman

16 DEVELOPING SKILLS FOR DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES: PRE-CLINICAL ELECTIVE EXPERIENCE DEMONSTRATES REPRODUCIBLE RESULTS – S Penner, *A Le, L Fraser, D Andrews

17 A PROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF THE RATES AND PATTERNS OF AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER DIAGNOSIS IN AN ATLANTIC CANADIAN CITY – *C Baxter

18 A NEW MODEL OF INTEGRATED CARE: DEVELOPMENTAL OUTREACH WITHIN A FAMILY HEALTH TEAM PRACTICE – E Young, S Loveday, KCK Fung, L Green, T Barozzino, *R Minhas, J Huber, K Milligan

19 EXPLORING THE ROLE OF COMMUNITY AGENCY EMPLOYEES WHEN ACTING AS PRIMARY POINT OF CARE CONTACTS FOR FAMILIES OF CHILDREN WITH SUSPECTED DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES IN TORONTO, ONTARIO – J Phan, T Jegathesan, H Dunlap, E Young, J Huber, *R Minhas

20 HOUSEHOLD CHAOS, MATERNAL DEPRESSION AND PRENATAL SSRI EXPOSURE INTERACT TO AFFECT EXECUTIVE FUNCTION OF 6 YEAR-OLD CHILDREN – *G Dhaliwal, W Weikum, A Jolicoeur-Martineau, U Brain, R Grunau, T Oberlander

21 PARENT PERSPECTIVES AND PERCEPTIONS OF AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER DIAGNOSIS: A SCOPING REVIEW – *A Makino, PY Wong, G King, L Hartman, M Penner

22 MEDICAL STUDENTS HAVE SPOKEN: IMPROVING UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION ON CHILD DEVELOPMENT – *M Bischoff

23 DOES THE PAEDIATRIC EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT HAVE A ROLE IN PAEDIATRIC PALLIATIVE CARE? – *AJ Coté, N Gaucher, A Payot

24 COMPLEMENTARY OR DIVERGENT? ACUTE AND LONG-TERM HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS’ BELIEFS ABOUT PAEDIATRIC PALLIATIVE CARE – *AJ Coté, N Gaucher, A Payot

25 EVALUATION OF BEDSIDE SONOGRAPHY PERFORMED BY EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS TO DETECT ACUTE APPENDICITIS IN CHILDREN IN THE EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT – M Nicole, *MP Desjardins, J Dery, J Gravel

26 EFFECT ON PAIN OF AN ORAL SUCROSE SOLUTION VERSUS PLACEBO IN CHILDREN 1 TO 3 MONTHS OLD NEEDING NASOPHARYNGEAL AERATION: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL – L Aix-Séguit, MP Desjardins, N Gaucher, D Lebel, J Gravel, S Gouin

27 LOW RISK RULE: HIGH IQ REWARD – APPLICATION OF THE LOW RISK ANKLE RULE (LRAR) IN THE SICKKIDS EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT – D Jacobson

28 RETROSPECTIVE EVALUATION OF THE BIG SCORE TO PREDICT MORTALITY IN PAEDIATRIC BLUNT TRAUMA – C Grandjean-Blanchet, G Emeraud, M Beaudin, J Gravel

29 EVALUATION OF A PROTOCOL USING INTRANASAL FENTANYL FOR TREATMENT OF ACUTE PAIN CRISIS IN SICKLE CELL PATIENTS IN THE EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT: THE SATISFY SICKLE CELL ANALGESIC TREATMENT WITHIN FENTANYL SOLUTION FOR FAST TRACK INTERVENTION STUDY – H Paquin, *ED Trottier, Y Pastore, N Rabitaille, MJ Doré-Bergeron, B Bailey

30 PAEDIATRIC SIMULATION IN EMERGENCY MEDICINE RESIDENCY TRAINING – *Q Ngo, K Middleton, M Zaman

31 PREVALENCE OF FOOD INSECURITY IN TWO CANADIAN URBAN PAEDIATRIC EMERGENCY DEPARTMENTS – *Q Ngo, K Chan

32 DYSGLYCEMIA TO TYPE 1 DIABETES: EVALUATING THE ASSOCIATION OF RISK FACTORS WITH DISEASE PROGRESSION – *T Agarwal, D Wherrett, TrialNet Dysglycemia Working Group, Type 1 Diabetes TrialNet Study Group


Highlights of the Canadian Paediatric Surveillance Program
Faits saillants du Programme canadien de surveillance pédiatrique
VITAMIN SEA DEFICIENCY: SOMETIMES YOU ‘C’ IT, SOMETIMES YOU DON’T – *M Conway, S Erdle, M Weinstein

A COMPLICATED CASE OF A “COMPLEX FEBRILE SEIZURE” – *M Conway, J Marcinko, M Weinstein, S Bernstein

AN 11-YEAR-OLD MALE WITH VISION LOSS – *D Jacobson

ISOTRETINOIN INDUCED MYOSITIS IN A 14-YEAR-OLD FEMALE – *S Campos, M Batthish, K Gambarotto

PROBIOTIC BACTEREMIA IN AN EXTREMELY PRETERM INFANT WITH INTESTINAL PERFORATION – *BHY Law, C Joynt, M Hicks

AN ORANGE A DAY KEEPS THE SCURVY AT BAY – *S Erdle

GENERALIZED EDEMA IN A CHILD WITH A RASH – *Z Pancer

A “HEALTHY WEIGHT” ADOLESCENT FEMALE WITH BRADYCARDIA – *K Boone, M Cooney, A Toulany

HAEMOPHILUS INFLUENZAE: A RARE CAUSE OF SEVERE NEONATAL MENINGITIS WITH NEUROLOGICAL COMPLICATIONS – *L Guolla, N Bridger, J Emberley

AN UNUSUAL PRESENTATION OF INTRATHORACIC TRACHEAL COMPRESSION PRESENTING AS VIRAL-INDUCED WHEEZING – *V Masson, C Yang, C Seaton

ACUTE ON CHRONIC PRESENTATION OF A HEMODYNAMICALLY SIGNIFICANT PAINLESS LOWER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEED – *D Chetan, D Migliarese Isaac, H Huynh

REFRACTORY WHEEZING: AT THE HEART OF THE MATTER – *J Wong, J Walter, I Venu, V Cuddalore Arivudainambi, Y Etoom, R Moodie, P Wong

HEART DISEASE AND SOCIAL DISADVANTAGE: A FAILING COMBINATION – *L Kieswetter, I Venu, J Wong, Y Etoom, V Cuddalore Arivudainambi, R Moodie, P Wong

FAILING TO THRIVE, ABDOMINAL PAIN, AND VOMITING: A HAIRY SITUATION – *V Au, J Wong, I Venu, R Moodie, Y Etoom, P Wong, L Kieswetter, T Gerstle

COMPLICATED PNEUMONIA, CHYLE, AND UNUSUAL BACTERIA IN A 4-YEAR OLD GIRL – *R Gibson, S Isabel, J Donellan, D Tran, J Amaral, S Bernstein

HEMOLYSIS ON THE DL – *R Wright

WHICH CAME FIRST? THE OGT, CPAP, OR THE RUPTURE? A CASE OF GASTRIC RUPTURE IN A PREMATURE INFANT – *G Bravo, Y Doris

LIVER DYSFUNCTION, CHOLESTASIS AND HYPOGLYCEMIA IN A NEWBORN: A CASE REPORT OF SEVERE PYRUVATE KINASE DEFICIENCY – *C Langlois-Pelletier, AL Ouellet, J Brassard, B Moreau, N Gagné, F Alvarez

CONTINUOUS MURMUR: A HARBINGER OF COMPLEX CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE – *M Got, L Glick, K Perera, J Wong, R Moodie, Y Etoom, V Cuddalore Arivudainambi, P Wong

PANCYTOPENIA FROM VITAMIN B12 DEFICIENCY DUE TO PERNICIOUS ANEMIA IN A 17-MONTH OLD – *M El-Kalla, J Foulds

FIERS ET EN FORME – *MÈ Fiset-Morissette, C Bergeron-Parent, R Gosselin-Papadopoulos

CALGARY URBAN PROJECT SOCIETY (CUPS) LITERACY PROJECT – *B Rogers, N Fischer, S Gupta

BUILDING RESILIENCE IN AT-RISK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN: AN OTTAWA SCHOOL-BASED INITIATIVE LED BY PAEDIATRIC RESIDENTS – *G Lam, A Singer